At Verizon, we strive to provide seamless and secure solutions that transform your agency to meet your needs. We strive to increase agility, stay ahead of cyber threats, and most importantly protect citizens.

As an approved, Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) contract provider, our flexible, scalable technology solutions are built to help you support your constituents and meet mission-critical goals.

- Connectivity partner with several decades of experience at every Department of Commerce (DOC) bureau
- Successful EIS transition from Networx for all non-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) agencies
- Working with NOAA on unmanned aircraft system CRADA for Storm Damage Imagery Collection
- Trusted DOC advisor with decades of support

Our partnership with Commerce.

Verizon delivers its services through our EIS, Wireless BPA and GSA MAS contract vehicles. Our partnership with DOC includes:

- **DOC CIO**: VoIP transformation, core data network, structured cabling, professional services
- **NOAA NWS**: NBIPvPN enterprise networks, VoIP transformation, VSAT services - considered a trusted partner, and a NOAA/NWS Weather Ready Nation Ambassador
- **NIST**: Infrastructure modernization including VoIP services, and inside wiring
- **NTIA**: Professional services, core voice services, Verizon Microsoft for Teams
- **Census Bureau**: Core voice and data services, cloud migration, DDOS managed security services
- **In-building Solutions**: DOC HQ, Census HQ, Census Data Center, NIST HQ in Gaithersburg, MD and the DOC campuses in Boulder and Ft. Collins, CO supporting NOAA, NIST, NWS and NTIA research projects

Verizon Solutions

- Access Arrangements
- Audio Conferencing Service
- Cable and Wiring
- Circuit Switched Voice Service
- Internet Protocol Voice Service
- Managed Trusted Internet Protocol Service
- Toll Free Service
- Virtual Private Network Service
- Circuit Switched Data Service
- Unified Communications
- Distributed Antenna Service
- Collocated Hosting Service
- Verizon Secure Cloud Fabric
- Contact Center Service
- Wireless Connected Solutions (FWA/M2M)
- Virtual Contact Center
- Content Delivery Network Service
- Dark Fiber Service
- Ethernet Transport Service
- Direct Interconnect to Cloud Providers
- Internet Protocol Service
- Managed Network Service
- National Security and Emergency Preparedness
- Optical Wavelength Service
- Private Line Service
- Video Teleconferencing Service
- Web Conferencing Service
- Managed Wireless Service
- Nearly 600 Verizon Frontline deployable assets for First Responders

What can we do?

- Network infrastructure modernization - wireline and wireless voice and data
- Professional services
- Cloud and security solutions
- Verizon Mobile for Microsoft Teams (VMMT)
- Fixed Wireless Access (FWA)
- Cellular In-building solutions 5G/4G LTE
Vz Labs: Complement R&D
Verizon has created immersive lab facilities and cutting edge research infrastructures to allow customers to evaluate solutions and edge connectivity in a sandbox environment.

- We offer robust testing on our commercial network, private 5G Networks and MEC
- We also offers mobile labs as a service to help you conduct trials within our controlled network
- Verizon also provides onsite subject matter experts to support your projects

Key Benefits
- Enterprise-grade network security and performance, for work virtually anywhere
- Advanced communication tools and services backed by 24/7 support
- Experts to help you plan, design, and implement upgrades

Why Verizon?
Verizon has the federal experience and the reputation as an industry leader to help you connect and transform your agency. Our integrated solutions on EIS and strong technology provider ecosystem can help your agency drive better constituent experiences and better mission outcomes, simply, securely and reliably. You stand committed to your mission and meeting the needs of constituents. Verizon strives to match that commitment, every day, with the latest technology solutions to meet your needs.

Support for all your mobile app management needs.
Verizon can help you optimize mobile productivity while enabling you to stay flexible, secure and in compliance.

Reliable and affordable connectivity.
Get resilient connectivity and the network coverage you need from the network America relies on.

Proven mobile security capabilities.
Verizon has 500,000+ security, network and hosting devices under management and monitors 61+ billion security incidents annually.

Experienced and trusted partner.
We have decades of experience as a trusted partner to the public sector, from rural communities to the largest state and federal agencies.

Contact us.
For solutions tailored to your needs, visit: